Abstract: This paper presents a supervisory control theory based offline method for 1 calculating restart states in a manufacturing control system. Given these precalculated restart 2 states, an operator can be given correct instructions for how to resynchronize the control 3 system and the manufacturing resources during the online restart process. The proposed 4 method enables restart after unforeseen errors. It is assumed that the control system is 5 modeled by operations and that possible operation sequences emerge through dependencies 6 between the operations. The paper shows how reexecution requirements may be included in 7 the calculation to obtain a correct behavior for the restarted system. In addition, it is shown 8 how to filter out restart states, that require less effort for the operator during the online restart, 9 and how to adapt the nominal production to always enable restart in desired restart states. 
Introduction

12
Downtime due to errors is costly in flexible manufacturing systems [1, 2] . It is therefore desirable to 13 perform a quick and correct recovery in order to resume the nominal production after an error. Among
Preliminaries
142
This section presents conventions and notations used in this paper. First, the modeling formalism is 143 presented. Thereafter, this formalism is used to model the operations for a manufacturing system. 
149
A transition q, e, p ∈ δ A is said to be fireable when the active state of the automaton A coincide 150 with the source state q. When the transition is fired the active state of the automaton A is updated 151 to the target state p. Let δ A q, e ! denote that an event e is defined from a state q in an automaton
152
A. The active event function Γ A : Q A → 2 Σ A returns the set of events defined from a state q in A,
153
Γ A q := e ∈ Σ A |δ A q, e ! .
154
The set of all finite sequences of events over an alphabet Σ A including the empty sequence, ε, is 
164
Interaction of two automata is modeled by full synchronous composition [29] . δ A q A , e , δ B q B , e e ∈ Γ A q A ∩ Γ B q B δ A q A , e , q B e ∈ Γ A q A \ Σ B q A , δ B q B , e e ∈ Γ B q B \ Σ A undefined otherwise
168
The supervisory control theory (SCT) [26] is a model-based framework for automatic calculation of 169 discrete event controllers. Given a system to be controlled, a plant P , and the intended behavior, a 170 specification Sp, a supervisor S may be synthesized, such that the behavior of P ||S always fulfills Sp.
171
In terms of languages L P ||S ⊆ L P ||Sp and L m P ||S ⊆ L m P ||Sp . The supervisor is both non-blocking and controllable [26] .
173
Non-blocking: The supervisor S guarantees that at least one marked state may be reached from every 174 state in the system P ||S. This liveness property may formally be expressed as: L m P ||S = L P ||S Controllable: In SCT, a subset of the events Σ u P ⊆ Σ P is said to be uncontrollable. The supervisor
176
S is never allowed to disable an uncontrollable event that might be generated by the plant P . With the 177 assumption that Σ S ⊆ Σ P , this safety property may formally be expressed as:
Moreover, the supervisor is minimally restrictive, meaning that the plant is given the greatest amount 180 of freedom to generate events without violating the specification. To facilitate the modeling, both the 181 plant and the specification are often given as a set of automata that communicate through FSC. In the 182 following, it is thus assumed that the system is modeled by several plants and specifications.
183
The focus of this paper is on calculating how a control system can be restarted. This problem is 184 solved through synthesis of a supervisor and succeeding interpretation of the generated supervisor. Thus,
185
any synthesis algorithm can be used to calculate the supervisor. In the following, the supervisor for
186
P ||Sp is assumed to be given as S = CN B P ||Sp , where CN B represents any synthesis algorithm.
187
However, to facilitate the interpretation it is assumed that the supervisor is characterized through guard that the combination of these states are never reached in the supervised system. In the following, it is 214 assumed that this or a similar method is used to encode given forbidden state combinations into the SCT Figure 1 . The events a and b are always and sometimes enabled events, respectively. In this paper, the control system for a manufacturing system is based on a set of operations, denoted Ω.
218
These operations model the processes and tasks that are to be executed in order to refine a product. The 219 basic assumption is that all operations are executed in parallel. This parallel execution of the operations 220 can be restricted by dependencies.
221
The manufacturing system contains a set of resources, denoted R. It is the resources that (physically) 222 realize the operations. The resources required to realize an operation k ∈ Ω is denoted R k , such that 
230
An operation k ∈ Ω may formally be modeled by an automaton, a so called operation automaton.
231
Definition 3 Operation automaton The automaton for an operation k is denoted A k where
The automaton A k is illustrated in Figure 2 . The three states denote that the operation is initial (not 234 started), executing, and completed, respectively. The two events in Σ A k are called operation events.
235
Figure 2. An operation k modeled by an automaton A k .
Given the automaton for a single operation, the FSC of all automata for the operations in Ω can be 236 defined. Note that, from a practical point of view an explicit representation of the complete state-space 237 during synthesis is to be avoided.
238
Definition 4 FSC of operation automata The FSC of all automata for the operations in Ω is defined as:
239
A Ω := || k∈Ω A k .
240
The operation progress for a system may then be given through the states in A Ω .
241
Definition 5 Operation progress For each state q ∈ Q A Ω , three disjoint sets for the operation progress, 
The relation between an executing operation and the history of operation progress is captured by the 246 definition of upstream states for an operation. is required to be initial in u. Moreover, the empty intersection in Definition 6 adds a requirement on the 255 completed operations in p, they cannot be executing and must therefore be initial or completed in u. 
Illustrating example
257
Throughout this paper, the proposed method for calculating restart states is illustrated by the example 258 introduced below.
259
Example 1 A manufacturing system comprises three resources, R = R1, R2, R3 , and its control 
287
Let x denote an error state and v and w denote restart states. The event σ is a general placement event.
288
Error states, restart states, and placement events are explained later in this section.
289
Figure 5. The production described by strings. A control system state is a state q ∈ Q A Ω and is thus a composition of operation states. Similarly 291 to an automaton, at all times during the production, a single control system state is active in the control 292 system. When the operations are executed, the active state of the control system is updated.
For the sake of control and supervision, the resources and the product(s) in the manufacturing system 294 are abstracted into a set of physical states. A physical state is thus capturing the current position of 295 products and which of the resources that are idling, but disregards if for example a fan in a control-cabinet 296 is on or off and the age of the resources.
297
Typically, many physical states correspond to each control system state. During the nominal 298 production, the control system state evolves in synchrony with the corresponding physical states. The 299 connection between control system states and physical states (p i ) is illustrated in Figure 6 and is further 300 discussed in the remainder of this subsection. The dashed transitions and the physical state p e will be 301 explained later in this section.
302
For clarity of presentation, the connection between control system states and physical states is first 303 discussed with respect to the hypothetical case that the control system is modeled by a single operation 304 and is thereafter discussed with respect to the realistic case where the control system is modeled by 305 multiple operations.
306
In the hypothetical case that the control system is modeled by a single operation k, the states of the 307 control system coincide with the states of k. Initially the control system state is i. No product refinement 308 has started and all resources in the manufacturing system are idling. Thus, the manufacturing system 309 is modeled by the single physical state. Therefore, for this hypothetical case, p 0 to p 4 denote the same 310 physical state in Figure 6 . When the operation k is started, the active state of the control system is 311 updated to e. During execution of the operation, the manufacturing system will change between many 312 physical states. The states p 5 to p 9 illustrate such physical states corresponding to the current control 313 system state. When the operation k is complete, the active state of the control system is updated to c.
314
Since the product refinement is complete, the manufacturing system is once again modeled by a single 315 physical state. Thus, p 10 to p 12 denote the same physical state.
316
Figure 6. Mapping between states for an operation k, bottom, and physical states, top. σ k is a placement event for k.
In the realistic case where the control system is modeled by multiple operations, the operation k in Figure 6 illustrates one of the operations in the control system. For this case, the illustrated states i, e,
318
and c are operation states in k and not control system states. A subset of the operations in Ω are executed 319 before and after the execution of operation k, respectively. Thus, the manufacturing system will change 320 between several physical states when these other operations are executed, whilst k is initial and complete.
321
In Figure 6 , this is illustrated by the several physical states corresponding to the states i and c. The online error recovery starts when an error is detected through some diagnostic procedure and the 324 system is stopped. As in [13] it is assumed in this paper that the error can only occur when one or more 325 of the resources are realizing operations. Thus, at least one operation in Ω is in its executing state. It is 326 therefore assumed that the error may be linked to one error operation that uses the faulty resource(s) for 327 its execution.
328
An error may then be seen as a physical state of the manufacturing system that does not correspond 329 to the executing state for the error operation. In Figure 6 such a non-corresponding physical state is 330 denoted p e . A control system state containing the executing state for the error operation is referred to as 331 an error state. An error state is denoted by an x in Figure 5 .
332
After the detection and the diagnosis phases, the manufacturing system is to be corrected. As pointed 333 out in [9] , errors that cannot be foreseen often require manual intervention during the correction phase.
334
It may sometimes be advantageous to place a faulty resource in a state that facilitates correction. Thus,
335
it is reasonable to assume that the physical state after the correction phase does not correspond to the 336 control system state in the stopped manufacturing system. Thus, the control system and physical system 337 are unsynchronized [9] .
338
Mechanisms to detect, identify, and correct errors are outside the scope of this paper. In the following 339 discussion, it is therefore assumed that such mechanisms exist in the manufacturing system. Detection 340 and diagnosis are among others discussed by [32] and [33] . After the correction phase, the manufacturing system is to be restarted in order to continue the nominal 343 production. Since neither the error nor the physical state after the error are known beforehand [9] , the 344 aim of the restart phase is to place the manufacturing system into a physical state and update the control 345 system to a control system state from where the production may continue and eventually complete. Such 346 a control system state is referred to as a restart state.
347
As a consequence of an error, the intended execution may not have been performed. Thus, it may be 348 desirable to reexecute, at least, the error operation. Therefore, only restart in states upstream of the error 349 operation is discussed in this paper.
350
As already mentioned, the online restart phase consists of four steps. for the physical states in Figure 6 . for the placement transitions that are enabled by the supervisor. These valid restart states can thereafter 389 be used online as described in the preceding section.
390
It is fruitful to see the automata model of the control system as a composition of three submodels.
391
First, a nominal model that describes the nominal production in the manufacturing system. Second, a placement model that models the restart. Finally, a reexecution model that describes reexecution 393 requirements on the operations. For clarity, synthesis is first discussed without the reexecution model.
394
The reexecution model is thereafter included in the supervisor synthesis in Section 7. are forced to complete in order for the product refinement to be complete. Operations. The operations in these SOPs will be used throughout this section to illustrate how the 410 different types of dependencies are modeled by automata. Moreover, the automata can be generated 411 automatically given the dependencies between the operations.
412
As will be seen, the dependencies are modeled by forbidden state combinations, introduced at the The precedence dependency between the two operations D and E, see Figure 3 , where 419 D is to be executed before E, may be modeled by four forbidden state combinations as: The alternative dependency between the two operations C and G, see Figure 3 , may be modeled
424
by four forbidden state combinations as: (e C , e G ), (e C , c G ), (c C , e G ), (c C , c G ) . When one of the 425 operations starts to execute, the other must remain initial.
426
An alternative between a set of operations O ⊆ Ω, is then modeled by an alternative dependency 427 between each pair in the set O. In total (|O| binomial 2) pairs are required.
Arbitrary order dependency
429
The arbitrary order dependency between the two operation sets A, B and C , see 430 the leftmost SOP in Figure 4 , may be modeled by seven forbidden state combinations as:
431
(i A , e B , e C ), (i A , c B , e C ), (e A , i B , e C ), (e A , e B , e C ), (e A , c B , e C ), (c A , i B , e C ), (c A , e B , e C ) . The com-432 binations require that both A and B have to be initial or completed when C is executing, and the opposite,
433
that C has to be initial or completed when A and B are not both initial or completed. Note that, the 434 combinations add no dependency between A and B.
435
Arbitrary order dependencies between multiple operation sets, as in the SOP for R1 in Figure 4 , is 436 modeled by an arbitrary order dependency between each pair of the operation sets. 
Forced to complete
438
In the generic operation automaton, Definition 3, both the initial and the completed states are marked.
439
The supervisor is non-blocking, thus by removing the marking from the initial state, the operation is 440 forced to eventually reach its completed state in the synthesized supervisor.
441
To force one of the operations in an alternative to complete, this removing of marking does not 442 work. Instead the forcing can be modeled through a specification automaton. Figure 7 illustrates such 443 an automaton for the case when one of the operations C or G, in Example 1, is forced to complete.
444
The effect of the automaton is that no states comprising both i C and i G will be marked, thus one of the 445 operations must complete.
446
Figure 7. Specification for forcing one of the operations C or G to complete.
Nominal model for Example 1 447
The four SOPs in Figures 3 and 4 constitute the dependencies for the system in Example 1. Table 1   448 shows how the dependencies are modeled by forbidden state combinations. Rows 1-7, 8, and 9-12 model 449 precedence, alternative, and arbitrary order dependencies, respectively.
450
To capture that the operations {A, B, D, E, F } are forced to complete, the marking is removed from 451 the initial state in the corresponding five automata. As indicated, to capture that one of the operations C 452 or G are forced to complete, the specification automaton in Figure 7 is added to A nom . control system is thereby updated to an upstream state with respect to this potential error operation. The set of possible upstream states for each (potential error) operation k ∈ Ω is correlated to the set 465 of non-initial operations that can be reset to initial together with k. Let this set be denoted O ⊆ Ω \ k .
466
For each pair k, O , a unique controllable event, a so called placement event, denoted σ k:O is created.
467
The reset to initial for k and the operations in O is then accomplished by adding placement transitions 468 labeled by σ k:O to the corresponding operation automata. As pointed out in Section 4, it is assumed that 469 the potential error operation is in its executing state when an error occurs. Thus, the reset to initial of k 470 is therefore modeled by a transition e k , σ k:O , i k that is added to the transition function δ A k .
471
In order for the operations in O to be upstream after the reset to initial, they have to be non-initial 
474
In the global automaton seen by a synthesis algorithm these locally added placement transitions will 475 synchronize, due to the FSC, and result in a set of placement transitions. All transitions in this set will 476 have the same target state, the upstream state that is to be evaluated as restart state for the potential error The set of placement events defined for an operation k is denoted Σ 
Operation D executes in the three states in the middle row of the automaton in Figure 8 . 
518
Note that, this type of restart state is denoted by a w in Figure 5 . Moreover, Σ Ars contains 90 always and 519 sometimes enabled placement events.
520
Since the specification automaton in Figure 7 contains operation events, it has to be extended with 521 placement transitions, as shown in Figure 9 , to enable that the concerned operations can be restarted. In placement events where C or G are among the operations to be reset, that is
525 Figure 9 . Specification in Figure 7 extended with placement transitions.
To filter out simplifying restart states
526
Synthesis of the nominal model extended with placement transitions will result in all restart states 527 that are valid in the control system. Despite the fact that a control system state is a valid restart state, it 528 can be hard, and thereby time consuming, for an operator to place the manufacturing in a corresponding 529 physical state. Therefore, this section presents two offline approaches for how to filter out restart states, 530 from this set of valid restart states, where the process to place the manufacturing in a corresponding 531 physical state requires less effort from the operator.
532
In the first approach, the number of resources to be moved during the restart phase is kept at a 533 minimum. In the second approach, all resources that are affected by the restart are placed in physical 534 state corresponding to home-states. To simplify for an operator online, the method in [5] aims to calculate the restart states such that only 537 the resources used to realize the error operations are to be affected in the placement.
538
It is straightforward to filter out these states. The single requirement is that, all operations that are 539 reset in a placement transition must only be realized by resources also realizing the error operation. For 540 a general placement event σ k:O , it is then required that O = {k |R k ⊆ R k }.
Restart from home-states
542
A resource is considered to be in a home-state when none of the various operation sequences that 543 it can realize are executing. Due to this non-execution, it is assumed that the resource is idling in the 544 corresponding physical states. It is also assumed that it is rather straightforward for an operator to place 545 the resource in such an idling configuration.
546
To simplify for an operator, it may therefore be reasonable to filter out the restart states that restart 547 the resources from home-states. Let the control system states corresponding to the home-states for each 548 resource r ∈ R be given as Q
Let q e ∈ Q A σ Ω and q rs ∈ Q A σ Ω denote an error state and its restart state for a general placement
affected by the placement. Thus, these are the resources that are to be moved to home-states during the 552 placement, if they are not already in a home-state.
553
The state q rs is a home-state for the resources in In Example 1, it is assumed that a resource is in a home-state if none of the branches in the 564 corresponding arbitrary order SOP is active, see Figure 4 . Thus, as an example, the home-states for 565 resource R1 correspond to the control system states Q
567
Given this definition of a home-state, the home-state condition for the transition labeled by the for R2, F is included in the same branch as E and D, thus F has to be initial since both E and F are 574 reset to initial.
575
Formally this home-state condition can now be expressed as: To place the resources R1 and R2 in 576 home-states, the placement transitions labeled by σ E:CD can only be fired from the states q such that Table 2 .
592
The placement events in Table 2 are filtered according to the two approaches presented in Section may typically be reexecuted. Glue applying processes, on the other hand, can typically not be reexecuted.
603
Without any reexecution requirement, each operation may execute an arbitrary number of times. A 604 specification for how to constrain operation B to enable zero reexecutions is shown to the left in Figure   605 10. B is then said to be non-reexecutable. A specification for how to constrain an operation K to enable 606 at most two reexecutions is given to the right in Figure 10 .
607 Figure 10 . Specifications that operation B cannot be reexecuted and that operation K can be reexecuted at most two times. Table 2 shows the always enabled placement events for the system in Example 1 when 608 operation B is non-reexecutable. As expected, only events that do not reset operation B are enabled. The specification in Figure 11 models a requirement where reexecution of operation D should be 614 prevented when one of the operations C or G has started. If D is the first operation to execute, then the 615 active state of the automaton is updated from q 0 to q 3 . In q 3 neither C nor G has started, thus D may 616 be reexecuted arbitrarily many times. Once C or G starts to execute, the active state of the automaton is 617 updated from q 3 to q 2 . D may not be reexecuted in q 2 . If C or G is the first operation to execute, then 618 the active state of the automaton is updated from q 0 to q 1 . From the reexecution requirement, start of C 619 or G prevents D to be reexecuted. Therefore, only a single (the nominal) start of D is enabled from q 1 .
Column D in Table 2 shows always and sometimes enabled placement events when the specification 621 in Figure 11 is added to the system in Example 1. Restart of the system according to the placement events Figure 11 . Specification that operation D cannot be reexecuted if operation C or G has started.
that affect the operations D, and C and/or G will reset D to initial. Once C or G has started, D may not 623 be reexecuted. The completed state is the single marked state in D, thus in order to be non-blocking, the 624 supervisor has to disable these placement events. Thus, all placement events that affect D, and C and/or 625 G are marked as disabled in column D in Table 2 .
626
The placement events that affect D but not C or G are marked as sometimes enabled in Column D.
627
The extracted guards for these events require that neither C nor G has started. Thus, the transitions that 628 are labeled by these events can only be fired when q 3 is the active state of the automaton in Figure 11 . that an operation to clean the vessel must also be reset.
633
A requirement that all operations in O ⊂ Ω are to be reset when an operation k ∈ Ω \ O is reset 
638
Column S in Table 2 shows always and sometimes enabled placement events when there is a 639 requirement that operation B has to be reset if operations C or G are reset. As expected, Column S 640 is a copy of Column n where all placement events that affect C or G but do not reset B, are removed. 
Requirements on branches in alternatives 642
The proposed method supports reexecution requirements to constrain which alternative branches that 643 are enabled in the restarted system. A constraint that the first started branch always has to be chosen 644 during restart may be modeled by a specification as in Figure 12 .
645
Let the two operations C and G in the alternative in Example 1 be used for demonstration. Figure 12   646 shows a specification that models that the first selected branch is always chosen in the restarted system.
647
If C is the first operation to start then the active state of the automaton is updated from q 0 to q 1 . Only C 648 is allowed to reexecute in state q 1 . Similarly for G in state q 2 . Figure 12 . Specification for the alternative operations C and G.
A somewhat similar requirement is to disable a subset of alternative branches in the restarted system.
650
This type of requirement may for example be used to disable automatic inspection in favor of manual 651 inspection in the restarted system. 652 Figure 13 shows such a specification for an alternative between four operations P, Q, R, S , where 653 two, R and S, are disabled in the restarted system. The active state of the automaton is updated from q 0 654 to q 1 when any of the four operations starts. Only P and Q may reexecute in state q 1 . 655 Figure 13 . Specification for disabling operations R and S in a restarted system. adapted system are shown in Column F in Table 2 .
681
As expected, transitions labeled by σ F :DE are enabled by the supervisor. In the adapted system, 682 operations C and G may only start when operation F has completed. Thus, the adapted system has fewer 683 states. Moreover, all placement events that affect operations C or G and at least one more operation are 684 always disabled (rows 6, 10, 26, 29, 41). This is a consequence of the requirement to always enable 685 reexecution of operation D as long as operation F has not completed.
686
The fewer states in the adapted system causes many of the sometimes enable placement events other is computationally efficient to preprocess the set of placement transitions to include in the synthesis.
705
Therefore, it is currently investigated how the number of placement transitions to include in the model 706 can be decreased while still guaranteeing that all restart states are eventually calculated in the synthesis.
707
Moreover, the overall restart concept presented in this paper has been implemented and validated in a 708 manufacturing system, containing two six-axis robots, in the Production Systems Laboratory at Chalmers 
